ABSTRACT Deep learning (DL) has been widely applied in fault diagnosis field. The ensemble of DL can significantly improve the generalization ability of DL. Snapshot ensemble learning, which uses the cyclic learning rate scheduler (CLR) and then combines the local minima in once training to form an ensemble method, has shown powerful performance. However, the learning rate range of CLR should be pre-defined by experiences, which may limit its prediction accuracy. In this paper, a new snapshot ensemble convolutional neural network (SECNN) is proposed, which can find the proper range of learning rate for SECNN automatically when facing a new dataset. First, a max-min cosine cyclic learning rate scheduler (MMCCLR) is designed to avoid learning rate range being affected by other parameters. Then, a new learning rate testing (logLR Test) is applied to estimate the proper learning rate range for MMCCLR. Finally, the SECNN with MMCCLR is developed. The SECNN is tested on three famous datasets, including bearing dataset of Case Western Reserve University, self-priming centrifugal pump dataset, and bearing dataset provided by the Machinery Failure Prevention Technology. The results have been improved a lot by the proposed SECNN methods. The SECNN has also achieved the start-of-the-art prediction accuracies by comparing with other DL and traditional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault diagnosis plays a vital role in modern complicated system. Accurate fault detection of engineering systems can save invaluable time and cost to avoid considerable loss and catastrophic consequences [1] . Because of the growing convenience in data acquiring and storing, the data-driven fault diagnosis methods have been increasingly studied by researchers from both academic and engineering fields [2] , [3] . Data-based advanced methods become the important issues in data-driven fault diagnosis [4] to effectively mine data features and accurately predict fault models. And these data-based advanced methods can establish fault models using historical data without prior physical model, making them very suitable for modern complex industrial process and equipment [5] .
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Artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM) are two of the most popular methods in data-driven fault diagnosis [6] . These two methods are generally combined with other feature extraction processes [7] . But, it is difficult to know what handcrafted features should be extracted for ANN and SVM methods [8] , and the upperbound performances of ANN and SVM methods are defined by these handcrafted features [9] . Deep learning (DL) uses the data representation learning rather than explicit feature extraction process to extract data features [8] , and it enables the features to be learnt automatically. With this advantage, DL based fault diagnosis methods have shown great potential [10] , [11] . However, there are still some problems when using the individual DL for fault diagnosis, including low generalization ability [12] .
Ensemble learning is an effective way to improve the generalization ability of individual learner (denoted by base learners) [13] . Ensemble learning can use multiple base learners and a certain combination strategy to get better results than individual base learner. Lots of ensemble learning techniques which apply DL methods as base learners have been applied in fault diagnosis. Shao et al. [12] constructed the ensemble DL method containing various auto-encoders with different activation functions and achieved good results.
Almost all of the ensemble learning methods should train multiple base learners, which can consume much time. Huang et al. [14] proposed a new paradigm of ensemble learning, named snapshot ensemble learning (SEL). It uses the cosine cyclic learning rate (CCLR) scheduler, and divides the whole training process to M cycles. At each cycle end, the learning rate of CCLR is small to encourage the model convergence toward to the local minimum. Then SEL combines these local minima and has shown a powerful performance. SEL can obtain M different base learners at once training, which can overcome the above shortcomings. It can promote its efficiency without increasing the computing budget. However, the learning rate range of CCLR is pre-defined by experiences, which may limit its prediction accuracy. To select a proper learning rate range of CCLR is vital for the further improvement.
In this research, a new max-min cosine cyclic learning rate scheduler (MMCCLR) is proposed. In MMCCLR, the upper and lower boundaries of learning rate ranges have no interaction with other parameters, and can be assigned separately. Then, a new learning rate range estimation method, named as LogLR Test, is proposed to estimate the upper and lower boundaries of MMCCLR when facing a new dataset. Thirdly, as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has been widely applied in fault diagnosis field, a new snapshot ensemble convolutional neural network (SECNN) based on MMCCLR is developed for fault diagnosis. It is tested on three famous datasets, and the results validate its good performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as following. Section II discusses the related works. Section III presents the snapshot ensemble CNN for fault diagnosis. Section IV presents the proposed max-min cosine cyclic learning rate scheduler and the learning rate range estimation method. Section V shows the results and discussions. The conclusion and future researches are presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
The related works are described in this section, including ensemble deep learning based fault diagnosis methods and learning rate selection for deep learning.
A. ENSEMBLE DEEP LEARNING BASED FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHODS
Fault diagnosis could be roughly classified into three categories: model-driven, signal-based and data-driven [1] . Data-driven fault diagnosis methods can learn from historic data without prior physical models and explicit signal patterns about the system, which are suitable for the modern complex industrial process and equipment, and they have attracted more and more attentions from both scientific and engineering fields [15] .
ANN and SVM are two of the most popular methods in data-driven fault diagnosis [6] . Ren et al. [16] proposed a fault diagnosis method by jointing sparse representation with SVM. Prieto et al. [17] developed a hierarchical ANN based method for bearing fault detection. Ahmed et al. [18] studied an ANN based fault detection and classification method of an automotive internal-combustion-engine. However, ANN and SVM should be generally combined with other feature extraction processes [7] , but it is difficult to know what handcrafted features should be extracted for them.
Different from traditional machine learning methods, DL uses the data representation learning rather than explicit features extraction to extract data features [8] . With these advantages, DL has been widely applied in the clustering of unlabeled data set [19] , deep hashing for cross-modal retrieval [20] , [21] , dimension reduction [22] , similarity search [23] . DL has also been applied in the fault diagnosis field. Zhao et al. [24] reviewed the various DL methods based fault diagnosis, including deep belief network (DBN), stacked auto-encoder (SAE), convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural network. Liu et al. [7] surveyed the artificial intelligent methods for fault diagnosis of rotating machinery. Qin et al. [25] studied an optimized DBN for the fault diagnosis on planetary gearboxes of wind turbines. Shao et al. [26] studied an optimized DBN using particle swarm optimization for fault diagnosis of rolling bearing. Gan and Wang [27] applied a DBN based hierarchical diagnosis network on the fault diagnosis of rolling element bearings. Chen and Li [28] studied a SAE-DBN based multi-sensor feature fusion for bearing fault diagnosis. Qi et al. [29] proposed a SAE based deep network for fault diagnosis. Wen et al. [30] proposed SAE based deep transfer learning for fault diagnosis. Sun et al. [31] investigated a stacked SAE for intelligent fault diagnosis. Zhang et al. [32] investigated a subset based SAE for intelligent fault diagnosis. Zhang et al. [33] proposed a CNN with Wide Firstlayer Kernels (WDCNN) for the fault diagnosis of bearing. Xia et al. [34] applied multi-sensor signals and CNN to the fault diagnosis of bearing and gearbox. Zhang et al. [35] studied the intelligent fault diagnosis under varying working conditions using domain adaptive CNN method. Wen et al. [11] applied LeNet-5 CNN to the fault diagnosis of rolling bearing, self-priming centrifugal pump and axial piston hydraulic pump. Even though DL has been studied widely, there are still some problems when using DL for fault diagnosis, such as the low generalization ability [12] .
Ensemble learning can improve the generalization ability of individual learner (denoted by base learners) [13] . Ensemble DL method for fault diagnosis always shows better performance than individual method. Zhang et al. [36] developed CNN with Training Interference (TICNN) and the ensemble version of TICNN can obtain high accuracy under noisy environment. Wu et al. [37] proposed integrated ensemble learning models for imbalanced fault diagnosis.
Zhang et al. [38] studied a multi-objective DBN based ensemble model for remaining useful life estimation. Wang et al. [39] investigated a feature ensemble learning using stacked denoising Auto-encoder for induction motor fault diagnosis. However, almost all of the ensemble learning methods for fault diagnosis have trained multiple base learners, which are very time-consumption.
Snapshot ensemble learning (SEL) proposed by Huang et al. can overcome the above shortcomings [14] . It uses a cosine cyclic learning rate (CCLR) scheduler and divides the whole training process into M cycles. At each cycle end, the learning rate is decreased to a small value to let the training process converge toward to the local minimum. Then SEL combines these local minima to form an efficiency ensemble method. It has shown the good performance without increasing computing budget. With this advantage, a new snapshot ensemble convolutional neural network (SECNN) is proposed for fault diagnosis in this research.
However, as most deep learning methods, the learning rate range for SECNN is selected by experiences. Since the selection of a proper learning rate range is vital, a new learning rate test method is proposed to estimate the proper learning rate of SECNN automatically in this research.
B. LEARNING RATE SELECTION FOR DEEP LEARNING
Learning rate is one of the most important hyper parameter of DL [40] , as large learning rate will make the training process diverge and small learning rate will affect the convergence of the training process. The most common learning rate schedulers are setting the learning rate as a global constant value or decreasing the learning rate monotonically during the training process. Some researchers also investigated the improved learning rate schedulers for DL in fault diagnosis field. Jing et al. [41] applied an adaptive learning rate based CNN method for gearbox fault diagnosis, which set a large learning rate at beginning and decreased the learning rate adaptively. Guo et al. [42] proposed an adaptive learning rate scheduler based CNN method for bearing fault diagnosis, and it used the gradient of the weight to increase or decrease the learning rate.
Smith [40] studied a cyclical learning rate scheduler (CLR). It used the triangular CLR which let the learning rate cyclically vary between a reasonable boundary values. Loshchilov and Hutter [43] proposed the cosine CLR (CCLR) and it has achieved good results on image classification. However, the learning rate is decreased to a small value at each cycle end, leading the training process converge toward to the local minimum. Huang et al. [14] proposed a novel SEL by combining these local minima to form a powerful ensemble method without increasing the computing budget.
Like other DL methods, the range of learning rate in CCLR should be pre-defined, and how to select a proper learning rate range is vital for further improvement. Xia et al. [34] investigated the fault diagnosis on roller bearing by testing different learning rate from 0.005 to 0.05 with an interval of 0.005. Xie and Zhang [44] set the learning rate varied from 0.01 to 0.001 for selecting a proper learning rate. Gan and Wang [27] compared four different DBN models with different learning rate for fault diagnosis. These learning rate test methods are labor consumption, and may also limit the prediction accuracy of DL methods.
Linear learning rate test (LLR Test) [40] can provide enormously valuable information about the learning rate when facing a new dataset. The learning rate linearly increases from a low value to high value and LLR Test notices the values when the accuracy starts to increase and becomes diverse. However, LLR Test has a low resolution ratio when the learning rate range is large. In this research, a new log linear LR Test (LogLR Test) is proposed to remedy this drawback.
Since LogLR Test can both detect the lower and upper boundaries, it is better to set the learning rate range of CCLR using the results of LogLR Test. However, the lower boundary of learning rate range in CCLR is calculated result of upper boundary and cyclical numbers, so a new max-min cosine cyclic learning rate scheduler (MMCCLR) is proposed. In MMCCLR, both of lower and upper boundaries are not affected by other parameters, and they will be estimated using LogLR Test.
III. PROPOSED SNAPSHOT ENSEMBLE CNN FOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS
In this section, the proposed SECNN for fault diagnosis is presented. Firstly, the data preprocessing method based on S-Transform is introduced to convert the time-domain signal to 2D matrix format. Secondly, a new structure of CNN is given. Thirdly, the cosine cyclic learning rate scheduler is introduced. Finally, the SECNN is presented.
A. DATA PREPROCESSING METHOD BASED ON S-TRANSFORM
The S-Transform method proposed by Stockwell et al. [45] in 1996 is a famous time-frequency technique. It can be viewed as an extension of short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Let τ denote the time of spectral localization, f denote the Fourier frequency, w(t) denote the window function, which is presented in equation (1) . Then the S-Transform can be calculated by equation (2) .
(1)
The advantage of S-Transform is that the window function is a function of both frequency and time. The width of window is inversely proportional to the frequency. In other words, the window provides good localization in the frequency domain for low frequencies while providing good localization in time domain for higher frequencies. 
B. CNN STRUCTURE BASED ON LENET-5
LeNet-5 is an effective classical CNN, and it contains several alternative convolutional and pooling layers and a two-layer fully connected (FC) layer. In this research, a new CNN structure based on LeNet-5 is proposed for fault diagnosis, and the detail of network structure is presented in TABLE 1. The denotation of 'Conv' means that it is the convolution layer. The parameter '7 × 7 × 64' means the filter size is 7 × 7 and the depth of filter is 64. Maxpool layer is adopted and its pool size is 2 × 2. The stride size of Maxpool layer is 2 × 2, and the padding type is zero-padding.
After six alternative convolutional and pooling layers, a two-layer FC layer is followed. For FC layer, the L2-regulation and dropout techniques are applied to improve the generalization of proposed CNN method.
C. COSINE CYCLIC LEARNING RATE SCHEDULER
Cyclical learning rate scheduler (CLR) which lets learning rate vary between reasonable boundary values has shown good performance. Cosine CLR (CCLR) applies a shift cosine function along with increase of training epoch, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The equation of CCLR can be denoted as equation (3).
η stands for the learning rate of current epoch. η max is the pre-defined upper boundary of learning rate. t stands for the current iteration number and T is the total iterations. M denotes the number of cycles. b is the batch size and · is the exact division function.
D. SNAPSHOT ENSEMBLE LEARNING METHODS
In CCLR, the learning rate is decreased to a small value at each cycle end, leading the training process converge toward to the local minimum. Let M denote the number of the cycle. Snapshot ensemble learning (SEL) which combines these M local minima to form an ensemble method can improve a lot without increasing of the computational budget. As shown in Fig. 1 , let f i , i = 1 · · · M denote each local minimum. The SEL model f ens can be formulated by equation (4) .
The extension SEL can also combine N repeated running of SEL methods, and it can be represented by equation (5) . But it should be noted that the N repeated running of SEL will consume almost N times of training times.
In this research, SECNN is proposed for fault diagnosis which combines the new CNN structure, MMCCLR and SEL.
IV. PROPOSED LEARNING RATE SCHEDULER AND LEARNING RATE RANGE ESTIMATION METHOD A. MAX-MIN COSINE CYCLIC LEARNING RATE SCHEDULER
As shown in equation (3), the upper boundary of CCLR is pre-defined by η max , but the lower boundary is calculated using η max and M . In this research, a max-min cosine cyclic learning scheduler (MMCCLR) is proposed. The upper and lower boundaries will have no interaction with other parameters. η min denotes the lower boundary of learning rate. The formulation of MMCCLR can be formulated by equation (6) .
The advantage of MMCCLR is that it has more accurate control on learning rate. Both of η max and η min can be assigned separately. Then, they will be estimated by the LogLR Test.
B. PROPOSED LOG LINEAR LEARNING RATE TEST METHOD
To determine the reasonable learning rate range for MMCCLR is vital, especially when facing new datasets. Linear learning rate test (LLR Test) which trains the model using several epochs with linearly increasing the learning rate from a low value to a high value, can provide enormously valuable information about the learning rate. It notices about the minimum learning rate when the accuracy starts to increase and the max learning rate when the accuracy becomes diverse. LLR Test can be formulated by equation (7).
LLR Test has low resolution ratio when the learning rate range is large. In this research, a new log linear LR Test (LogLR Test) is proposed and presented in equation (8) .
LogLR Test has a better resolution ratio when the detected learning rate range is large. It is a two-step learning rate estimation. In the first estimation, the learning rate is varied in a large scale to find the minimum learning rate and maximum learning rate area. In the second estimation, the learning rate is scaled to search the max learning rate area and finds the value of maximum learning rate. As shown in Fig. 2 , in the first estimation, the learning rate range is set to 1e-5 to 1e-2, and it finds that the min learning rate η min is near 1e-4. In second estimation, the learning rate range is set to 1e-3 to 7e-3, and the peak of learning rate (Safe max learning rate η S max ) and the valley of learning rate (Escape max learning rate η E max ) would be recognized.
FIGURE 2.
The learning rate range estimation method.
For most tasks, η S max can provide the safe upper boundary of the learning rate. But in this research, η E max is preferred since it can help MMCCLR to escape from the local minimum at each cyclic beginning to improve the final global accuracy. The effective of η E max would be shown in the case study section.
After determining the upper and lower boundary of learning rate, the proposed SECNN can be implemented.
V. CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS
In this section, the performance of SECNN is tested on three famous datasets for fault diagnosis, including CWRU bearing dataset, SPCP pump dataset and MFPT bearing dataset.
A. LEARNING RATE RANGE ESTIMATION USING LOGLR TEST
In the case studies section, three datasets are conducted for validating the performance of MMCCLR and SECNN. Here, the learning rate range estimation results of LogLR Test on three datasets are presented in TABLE 2 and Fig. 3 , including the values of η min , η S max and η E max . Fig. 3(a) shows the learning rate range estimation results by LogLR Test on Load 3 in Case 1. Since the Load 1 and Load 2 have the similar curve with Load 3, they are not plotted in Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) present the learning rate range estimation results by LogLR Test in Case 2 and Case 3. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the most sensitive range can be VOLUME 7, 2019 
B. ALGORITHM SETUP AND BASELINE METHODS
Ten different learning rate schedulers are implemented to show the effective of the MMCCLR. The baseline methods are based on stochastic gradient descent (SGD), and they are SGD with decay ratio (SGD-Decay) and stepwise decay (Step-Decay). Triangular CLR (TCLR) [40] is also used for comparison with MMCCLR, and its learning rate scheduler is denoted by equation (9) . s = T , 2M denotes the number of epochs of a half cycle.
The details of these ten learning rate schedulers are: 1) SGD-Decay: SGD with Decay Ratio 2)
Step-Decay:
Step T-Cyclic and C-Cyclic are TCLR and MMCCLR without SEL. SnapT-5 and SnapC-5 are TCLR and MMCCLR using SEL but no repeat running. SnapT-5-2 and SnapC-5-2 are TCLR and MMCCLR using SEL with repeat running. All these six implements use η E max as the maximum learning rate. SnapT-5-2S and SnapC-5-2S are TCLR and MMCCLR using SEL with repeat running using η S max , and they are used for showing the effectiveness of η E max .
C. CASE STUDY 1: CWRU BEARING DATASET
The bearing dataset of Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) is a popular dataset [33] . The health conditions of bearings contain the normal condition (NO) and three fault conditions. The three fault conditions are roller fault (RF), outer race fault (OF) and inner race fault (IF). Each fault condition has three different damage sizes, which are 0.18mm, 0.36mm and 0.54mm. So, there are ten healthy conditions in this dataset. The experimental dataset is collected under four working conditions with different motor loads (0, 1, 2, 3 hp).
The task of this case study comes from Zhang et al. [33] . Six configurations of 1→2, 1→3, 2→1, 2→3, 3→1 and 3→2 are conducted in this case study. 'a → b' denotes that the SECNN model is trained using dataset collected on load a, and tested the prediction accuracy on load b. The prediction accuracy (Acc) and the standard deviation (Std) are applied to measure the performance of SECNN models. During the training process, 5-fold cross validation is applied to obtain the reliable results.
1) RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT LEARNING RATE SCHEDULERS
The prediction results of SECNN with different learning rate schedulers are presented in TABLE 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 4(a) presents the TCLR and MMCCLR, and the categories are CLR (denoted as Cycle), snapshot ensemble (denoted as Snap-5), snapshot ensemble with repeated running (denoted as Snap-5-2) and snapshot ensemble and repeated running using η S max (denoted as Snap-5-2). It can be seen that the proposed MMCCLR is superior to TCLR on all categories. Fig. 4(b) presents the comparison results of different snapshot ensemble models. It can be seen that Snap-5-2 is better than snap-5 and cyclic methods in both TCLR and MMCCLR categories. It should be noted that snap-5-2 is better than snap-5-2S in both TCLR and MMCCLR categories, showing that η E max performs better than η S max in this case study. 
2) COMPARED WITH OTHER DL METHODS
In order to validate the performance of proposed SECNN, the results of SECNN are compared with other DL methods in literature. They are WDCNN, WDCNN(AdaBN) from Zhang et al. [33] and TICNN, Ensemble TICNN from W. Zhang et al. [36] . SVM and ANN are selected for the comparison [36] . The comparison results are presented in TABLE 5. In this comparison, SECNN uses the results of SnapC-5-2. As shown in TABLE 5, SECNN has achieved a good prediction accuracy. The average prediction accuracy of SECNN VOLUME 7, 2019 is 97.543%, which outperforms Ensemble TICNN, TICNN, ADCNN(AdaBN) and WDCNN, whose AVG are 96.1%, 95.5%, 95.9% and 90.0% respectively. SECNN also outperforms SVM, and ANN. These results indicate the performance of SECNN in this case study.
D. CASE STUDY 2: SPCP PUMP DATASET
This case study presents the results of SECNN on selfpriming centrifugal pump dataset [46] . In the data acquisition system, the acceleration sensor is installed on a specific pedestal above the motor housing and the rotation speed is 2,900 per minute. The sampling frequency of vibration signals is 10,240Hz. There are four fault conditions and one normal condition (NO). The fault conditions are bearing roller wearing (BR), inner race wearing (IR), outer race wearing (OR), and impeller wearing (IW) fault condition.
1) RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT LEARNING RATE SCHEDULERS
The prediction results of SECNN with different learning rate schedulers are presented in TABLE 4 The training times of SECNN with these ten learning rate schedulers are also presented in TABLE 6. It can be seen that the training time of SGD-Decay, Step-Decay, T-Cyclic, C-Cyclic, SnapT-5 and SnapC-5 are close. The maximum increase of training times is nearly 10% (1343.49/ 1217.16-100%). The SECNN with two repeated running variants (SnapT-5-2, SnapC-5-2, SnapT-5-2S and SnapC-5-2S) consumes almost the twice training times compared with SGD-Decay. Fig. 5 presents the category comparison of these eight learning rate schedulers. Fig. 5(a) presents the TCLR and MMCCLR, it can be seen that MMCCLR is also superior to TCLR on all categories in this case. Fig. 5(b) presents the comparison results of different snapshot ensemble models. It can be seen that Snap-5-2 is better than snap-5, snap-5-2S and cyclic methods in both TCLR and MMCCLR categories. These comparison results agree with the results of case study 1.
2) COMPARED WITH OTHER METHODS
The proposed SECNN is compared with the Speeded Up Robust Features based Probabilistic Neural Networks (SURF based PNN) proposed in Lu et al. [46] , CNN models proposed by Wen et al. [11] and subset based deep auto-encoder (SBTDA) from Zhang et al. [32] . SECNN uses the results of SnapC-5-2, and the comparison results are presented on TABLE 7. This case study presents the results of SECNN on the dataset provided by the Machinery Failure Prevention Technology (MFPT) Society [47] . A test rig with a NICE bearing gathered acceleration data for baseline conditions at 270 lbs of load and a sampling rate of 97,656Hz for six seconds. In total, ten outer-raceway and seven inner-raceway fault conditions were tracked. Three outer race faults included 270 lbs of load and a sampling rate of 97,656Hz for six seconds. Seven additional outer race faults were assessed at varying loads: 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300lbs. The sample rate for the faults was 48,828Hz for three seconds. Seven inner race faults were analyzed with varying loads of 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 lbs. The sample rate for the inner race faults was 48,848Hz for three seconds. There are three health conditions, including normal condition (NO), outer-raceway fault (OU) and inner-raceway fault (IN).
1) RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT LEARNING RATE SCHEDULERS
The prediction results of SECNN with different learning rate schedulers are presented in TABLE 8 and Fig. 6 . 5-fold cross validation is also applied. The Acc of SGD-Decay and
Step-Decay are both 99.85%. All eight SECNN with CLR methods outperform these two baseline methods. The Acc and Std of SnapC-5, SnapT-5-2, SnapC-5-2, SnapT-5-2S and SnapC-5-2S are all 99.94% and 0.0224, which are better than T-Cyclic, C-Cyclic, and SnapT-5. The training times of SECNN with these ten learning rate schedulers are also presented in TABLE 8. The training time of SGD-Decay, Step-Decay, T-Cyclic, C-Cyclic, SnapT-5 and SnapC-5 are also close in this case study. The maximum increase of training times is nearly 6% (1036.05/ 977.473-100%). The SECNN with two repeated running variants (SnapT-5-2, SnapC-5-2, SnapT-5-2S and SnapC-5-2S) also consumes almost the twice training times compared with SGD-Decay. The training times of SECNN variants with MMCCLR (C-Cyclic, SnapC-5, SnapC-5-2 and SnapC-5-2S) is less than SECNN variants with TCLR (T-Cyclic, SnapT-5, SnapT-5-2 and SnapT-5-2S) in this case study. 6 presents the category comparison of these eight learning rate schedulers. Fig. 6(a) presents the TCLR and MMCCLR, it can be seen that MMCCLR is better than TCLR on Snap-5 category and as good as TCLR on snap-5-2 and snap-5-2S. Fig. 6 (b) presents the comparison results of different snapshot ensemble models. It can be seen that Snap-5-2 is better than cyclic methods in both TCLR and MMCCLR categories, and as good as TCLR to Snap-5-2S. These results also indicate that the η E max has equal effect as η S max in this case study. [47] , and CNN-VAE from San Martin et al. [48] . SECNN uses the prediction accuracies of SnapC-5-2, and the results are presented on 
2) COMPARED WITH OTHER DL METHODS

F. DISCUSSION
In this section, the proposed SECNN with ten different learning rate schedulers are implemented, and the results show that the proposed MMCCLR outperforms TCLR in case 1 and case 2 and is better than or as good as TCLR in case 3. These results show the effectiveness of MMCCLR.
It also can be seen that SECNN with MMCCLR obtains better prediction accuracies compared with baseline methods on all case, and its results also outperform many other DL and traditional methods. The advantage of SECNN is that it can improve the performance and generalizability without increasing the computation time.
What's more, the results also indicate that η E max is superior to η S max . In Snap-5-2 category, η E max performs better than η S max in case 1 and case 2, and is as good as η S max in case 3. These results provide experimental support for the effective of η E max .
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCHES
This research presents a new snapshot ensemble convolutional neural network (SECNN) for fault diagnosis. The main contributions are developing MMCCLR, proposing a new LogLR Test and developing SECNN for fault diagnosis. The proposed SECNN is conducted on three famous datasets. The results show the effectiveness of SECNN. SECNN with MMCCLR obtains better prediction accuracies compared with baseline methods on all cases. The results show that SECNN could improve the performance and generalizability without increasing the computation time. SECNN obtains start-of-art results, and outperforms several other DL and traditional methods. The limitations of the proposed SECNN include the following aspects. Firstly, the fault data in real industrial applications is limited, but SECNN ignores the imbalance of the volume of the normal data and fault data. Secondly, most fault types should be pre-defined and the fault which has not been learned would be misclassified into one of the known ones. Based on the limitations, the future researches can be conducted in the following ways. Firstly, the SECNN could be extended to handle with the imbalanced data in fault diagnosis field. Secondly, the method can be modified to detect and recognize the unknown fault conditions.
